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Abstruct-Asystem CoIlSisting of an antennaarray and an adaptive
processor CM perfonn filtering in both the space and the frequency domrirs,
thm reducing the seafitivity of the signal-receiving system to interfering
directionnl wise sources.
Variable weightsof a signal processor can be automaticallyadjusted by a
simple adaptive tedmiqpe based on the least-mean-squares(LMS) algorithm.
During the adaptiveprocess an injectedpilot signal simulates a received
signal
from a desired “look” direction.This allows the array to be “trained” so
that its directivity pattern has a main lobe m the previolsly specified look
direction. At the same lime,thearrayprocessingsystem
can reject any
incident noises, whose directiols ofpropagation are difierentfromthe
desired look direction,by forming appropriatenulls in the antenna directivity
pattern. The array adapts itsetf to form a main lobe, with its d
r
h
i and
bandwidth determined by the pilot signal, and to rejest signals OT wises
occnrringolltsidethemainlobe~wellnspossibleintheminimmnmennsquare errorsense.
Severalexamplesillustrate the convergence of the LMS adaptation
proceduretoward the correspoading Wiener optimmn solutiom. Rates of
adaptation and &adjustments of the SdntMaS are predicted theoretially
and checked experimentally. substaotial reductiom in noise reception are
demonstrated in computer-simulpted experiments The techniques described
are applicable to signal-receiving arrays for use over a wide range of frequencies.

INTRODUCTION
HE SENSITIVITY of a signal-receiving arrayto
interfering noise sources can be reduced by suitable
processing of the outputs of the individual array elements. The combination of array and processing acts as a
filter in both space and frequency. This paper describes a
method of applying the techniques of adaptive Btering[’]
to the design ofa receiving antenna system whichcan extract
directional signals from the medium with minimum distortion due to noise. This system will be called an adaptive
array. The adaptation process is based on minimization of
mean-square error by the LMS a l g ~ r i t h m . [ ~ ] -The
[~]
system operates with knowledge of the direction of arrival
and spectrum of the signal, but with no knowledge of the
noise field. The adaptive array promises to be useful whenever there isinterference that possessessome degree of
spatial correlation ; such conditions manifestthemselves
over the entire spectrum, from seismic to radar frequencies.
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The term “adaptive antenna” has previously been used
by Van Atta[’] and others[61to describe a self-phasing antenna system whichreradiates a signal in thedirection from
which it was received.This type of system is calledadaptive
because it performs without any prior knowledge of the
direction in which it is to transmit. For clarity, such a system might be calledan adaptive transmitting array; whereas
the system described in this paper might be calledan adaptive receiving array.
The term “adaptive filter” has beenusedby Jakowatz,
Shuey, and White[’] to describe a system whichextracts an
unknown signal from noise, where the signalwaveform
recurs frequently atrandom intervals. Davisson[’] has
described a method for estimating an unknown signal waveform in the presence of white noise of unknown variance.
Glaser[’] has described an adaptive system suitable for the
detection of a pulse signal of fked but unknown waveform.
Previous work on array signal processingdirectly related
to the present paper was done by Bryn, Mermoz, and Shor.
The problem of detecting Gaussian signals in additive
Gaussian noise fields wasstudied by Bryn,[”] who showed
that, assuming K antenna elements in the array, the Bayes
optimum detector could be implemented by either K2 linear
filters followed by “conventional” beam-forming for each
possiblesignal direction, or by K linear filters for each
possible signal direction. In either case, the measurement
and inversion of a 2K by2Kcorrelation matrix was required
at a large number of frequencies in the band of the signal.
Mermoz[”] proposed a similar scheme for narrowband
known signals, using the signal-to-noise ratio as a performance criterion. Shor[l2]also used a signal-to-noise-ratio
criterion to detect narrowband pulse signals. He proposed
that thesensors be switchedoff when the signal wasknown
to be absent, and apilot signal injectedas if it were a noisefree signal impinging on the array
from a specified direction.
The need for specific matrix inversion was circumvented
by calculating the gradient of the ratio between the output
power due to pilot signal and the output power due to
noise, and using the method of steepestdescent. At the same
time, the number of correlation measurements required was
reduced, by Shor’s procedure, to 4K at each step in the
adjustment of the processor. Both Mermoz and Shor have
suggested the possibility of real-time adaptation.
This paper presents a potentially simpler schemefor obtaining the desired array processing improvement in real
time. The performance criterion used is minimum meansquare error.The statistics of the signal are assumed
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a cycle at frequency fo (i.e., a 90’ phase shift), denoted by
1/(4fo). The output signal is the sum of all the weighted
signals, and since all weights are set to unit values, the directivity pattern at frequency fo is by symmetry the same as that
of Fig. l(a). For purposes of illustration, an interfering
directional sinusoidal “noise” of frequency fo incident on
the array is shown in Fig. 2(a), indicated by the dotted
arrow. The angle of incidence (45.5’) of this noise is such
that it would be received on one of the side lobes of the
directivity pattern with a sensitivity only 17 dB less than
that of the main lobe at 8= 0”.
If the weights are now set as indicated in Fig. 2(b), the
directivity pattern at frequency fo becomes as shown in that
figure. In this case, the main lobe is almost unchanged from
that shown in Figs. l(a) and 2(a), while the particular side
lobe
that previously intercepted the sinusoidal noise in
AND SPATIAL FILTERING
DIRECTIONAL
Fig. 2(a) has been shifted so that a null is now placed in the
An example of a linear-array receiving antenna is shown in
direction of that noise. The sensitivity in the noise direction
Fig. l(a) and(b). The antenna of Fig. l(a) consists of seven
is 77 dB below the main lobe sensitivity,improving the noise
isotropic elements spaced A0/2 apart along a straight line,
rejection by 60 dB.
where A. is the wavelength of the center frequency fo of
A simple example follows which illustrates the existence
the array. The received signals are summed to produce an
and calculation of a set of weights whichwill cause a signal
array outputsignal. The directiv.itypattern, i.e., the relative
from a desired direction to be accepted while a “noise” from
sensitivity of response to signals from various directions,
a different direction is rejected. Such an example is illusis plotted in this figure in a plane over an angular range of
- n/2 < 8 < 4 2 for frequency fo. This pattern is symmetric tratedin Fig. 3. Let the signal arriving from the de8=0” be called the “pilot” signal At)= P
about the vertical line 8=0. The main lobe is centered at sired direction
sin
mot, where a,& 2xf0, and let the other signal, the noise,
8= 0. The largest-amplitude side lobe, at 8= 24’, has a
be chosen as n(t)=N sin mot, incident to the receiving array
maximum sensitivity which is12.5 dB below the maximum
at an angle 8=lr/6 radians. Both the pilot signal and the
main-lobe sensitivity. This pattern would be different if it
noise signal are assumed for this example to be at exactly
were plotted at frequencies other than fo.
the same frequency fo. At a point in space midway between
The same array configuration is shown in Fig.l(b) ;howthe antenna array elements, the signal and the noise are
ever, in this case the output of each element is delayed in
assumed to be in phase. In the example shown, there are
time before beingsummed. The resulting directivity pattern
two identical omnidirectional array elements, spaced A0/2
now has its main lobe at an angle of $ radians, where
apart. The signals received by each element are fed to two
variable weights, one weight being preceded by a quarterwave time delay of 1/(4fo). The four weighted signals are
then summed to form the array output.
The problem of obtaining a set of weights to accept p(t)
in which
and reject n(t) can now be studied. Note that with any set
fo = frequency of received signal
of nonzero weights, the outputis of the formA sin (mot+ d),
Lo = wavelength at frequency fo
and a number of solutions exist which willmake the output
6 = time-delay difference betweenneighboring-element be&). However, the outputof the arraymust be indepenoutputs
dent of the amplitude and phase of the noise signal if the
d = spacing between antenna elements
array is to be regarded as rejecting the noise. Satisfaction of
c = signal propagation velocity =Aofo.
this constraintleads to a unique set of weights
- determined as
The sensitivity is maximum at angle J/ because signals re- follows.
ceived from a plane wave source incident at this angle, and The array output due to the pilot signal is
delayed as in Fig. l(b), are in phase with one another and
produce the maximum output signal. For the example
~ [ ( W I + W g ) sinmot + (w2 + w4)sin (mot - n/2)]. (2)
illustrated in the figure, d = A0/2, 6 = (0.12941/f0),and thereFor this output
to
be equal to the desired output of p(t)= P
fore $=sin-’ (26f0)= 15”.
There are many possibleconfigurations for phased arrays. sin mot (which is the pilot signal itself), it is necessary that
Fig. 2(a) shows one such configuration where each of the
w1 + w3 = 1
antenna-element outputsweighted
is
by two weights in
parallel, one being
preceded
by a time delay of a quarter of
w2 + wq = 0
(3)
to be known, but no prior knowledge or direct measurements of the noise field are required in this scheme. The
adaptive array processor considered in the study may be
automatically adjusted (adapted) according to a simple
iterative algorithm, and the procedure does not directly
involve the computation of any correlation coefficients or
the inversion of matrices. The input signals are used only
once, as they occur, in the adaptation process. There is no
need to store past input data; but there is a need to store the
processor adjustment values, i.e., the processor weighting
coefficients (“weights”). Methods of adaptation are presented here, which may beimplemented with either analog
or digital adaptive circuits, or by digital-computer realization.
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Fig. 1. Directivity pattern for a linear array. (a) Simple array.
(b) Delays added.
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Fig. 2. Directivity pattern of linear array. (a) With equal weighting.
(b) With weightingfor noise elimination.
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Fig. 3. Array configuration for noise elimination example.
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With respect to the midpoint between the antenna elements, the relative time delays of the noise at the two antenna elements are f [ 1/(4fo)]sin 4 6 = -t 1/(8fo)= & &/(8~),
which corresponds to phase shifts of -t a/4 at frequency&.
The array output
due to the incident noise at 0 = a/6 is then

i)
+ sin (oat -);
sin
+ i)
+ w4 sin

N [wl sin (coot -

+ w3

w2

(coot

(coot

-

e
]);

(4)

For this response to equal zero, it is necessarythat
w1

+

w4

=0

w2

- w3

=0

""K
4f. x.

Fig. 4. Adaptive array configuration for receiving narrowband signals.

Thus the set of weights that satisfies the signal and noise
response requirements can be found by solving (3) and ( 5 )
simultaneously.The solution is
1
w1 = 3,

w2

= 21,

w3

= T1 ,

Wq

=

1
- T.

(6)

With these weights, the array will have the desired properties in that it will accept a signal fromthe desired direction,
while rejecting a noise, even a noise which is at the same
frequency fo as the signal, because the noise comes from a
different direction than does the signal.
The foregoing method of calculating the weights is more
illustrative than practical. This method is usable when there
are only a small number of directional noise sources, when
the noises are monochromatic, and when the directions of
the noises are known a priori. A practical processor should
not require detailed information aboutthe number and the
nature of the noises. The adaptive processor described in
the following meets this requirement. It recursively solves
a sequence of simultaneous equations, which are generally
overspecified, and it finds solutions whichminimize the
mean-square error between the pilot signal and the total
array output.
CONFIGURATIONS OF ADAPTIVE ARRAYS

Before discussingmethods of adaptive filtering and signal
processing to be used in the adaptive array, various spatial
and electrical configurations of antennaarrays will be
considered. An adaptive array codguration for processing
narrowband signalsis shown in Fig.4. Each individual
antenna element is shown connected to a variable weight
and to a quarter-period time delaywhose output is in
turn connected to another variable weight. The weighted
signals are summed, as shown in the figure. The signal,
assumed to be either monochromatic or narrowband, is
received by the antenna element and is thus weighted by a
complex gain factor A&. Any phase angle 4 = -tan(w2/w1) can be chosen by setting the two weight values,and
the magnitude of t h s complex gain factor A = ,/can take on a wide range of values limited onlyby the range
limitations of the two individual weights. The latter can
assume a continuum of both positive and negative values.

1/11
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I
Fig. 5. Adaptive array configuration for receiving broadband signals.

Thus the two weights and the 1/(4f0) time delay provide
completely adjustable linear processing for narrowband
signals received by each individual antenna element.
The full array of Fig. 4 represents a completely general
way of combining the antenna-element signals in an adjustable linear structure when the received signalsand noises
arenarrowband.
It should berealized
thatthe
same
generality (for narrowband signals) can be achieved even
when the time delays do not result in a phase shift of exactly
742 at the center frequency fo. Keeping the phase shifts
close to n/2 is desirable for keeping required weight values
small, but is not necessary in principle.
When one is interested in receiving signals over a wide
band of frequencies, each of the phase shfters in Fig. 4 can
be replaced by a tappeddelay-line network as shown in
Fig. 5. This tapped delay line permits adjustment of gain
and phase as desired at a number of frequencies over the
band of interest. If the tap spacing is sufficiently close, t h s
network approximates the ideal filter which would allow
complete control of the gain and phase at each frequency
in thepassband.

ADAPTIVE
SIGNAL
PROCESSORS
'

Once the form of network connected to each antenna
element has been chosen, as shown for example in Fig. 4
or Fig. 5, the next step is to develop an adaptationprocedure
which can be used to adjust automatically the multiplying
weights to achieve the desired spatial and frequency filtering.
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The procedure should produce a given array gain in the
specified look direction while simultaneously nulling out
interfering noise sources.
Fig. 6 shows an adaptive signal-processingelement. If
this element were combined with an output-signal quantizer,
it would then comprise an adaptive threshold logic unit.
Such an element has beencalled an “Adaline”[131or a
threshold logic unit (TLU).[14]Applications of the adaptive
threshold element have been made in pattern-recognition
systems and in experimental adaptive control sys~
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Fig. 6. Basic adaptive element.

In Fig. 6 the input signals xl(t),. . . ,xi(t),. * . ,xn(t)are the
same signals that are applied to the multiplying weights
w l , . . . ,wi, . * * , wn shown in Fig. 4 or Fig. 5. The heavy lines This signal is used as a control signal for the “weight adshow the paths of signal flow; the lighter lines show func- justment circuits” of Fig. 6.
tions related to weight-changing or adaptation processes.
Solving Simultaneous Equations
The output signal s(t) in Fig. 6 is the weighted sum
The purpose of the adaptation or weight-changing pron
cesses is to find a set of weights that will permit the output
s(t) =
xt(t)wi
(7) response of the adaptive element at each instant of time to
i=1
be equal to or as close as possible to the desired response.
where n is the number of weights ; or, using vector notation For each input-signal vector XU), the error
of (10)
S(t) = WTX(t)
(8) should be made as small as possible.
Consider the finite set of linear simultaneous equations

1

a)

where W Tis the transpose of the weight vector

WTX(1) = d(1)
WTX(2) = 4 2 )
<

W T X ( j ) = dO’)

\WTX(N) = d(N)
and the signal-input vector is

For digital systems, the input signals are in discrete-time
sampled-data form and the outputis written
*) = W T X ( j )

(9)

where the index j indicates the jth sampling instant.
In order that adaptation take
place, a “desired response”
signal, d ( t ) when continuous or d o ) when sampled, must be
supplied to the adaptive element. A method for obtaining
this signal for adaptive antenna array processing will be
discussed in a following section.
The difference betweenthe desired response and the output response forms the error signal E O ’ ) :

4 )= d(j) - W T X ( j ) .

(10)

where N is the total number of input-signal vectors; each
vector is a measurement of an underlying n-dimensional
random process. There are N equations, corresponding to
N instants of time at which the output response values are
of concern ; there are n “unknowns,” the n weight values
which form the components of W . The set of equations (11)
will usually be overspecified and inconsistent, since in the
present application, with an ample supply of input data, it is
usual that N >>n. [These equations did have a solution in
the simple example represented in Fig. 3. The solution is
given in (6).Although thesimultaneous equations (3) in that
example appear to be different from (1 l), they are really the
same, since those in (3) are in a specialized form for thecase
when all inputs are deterministic sinusoids which can be
easily specifiedover all timein terms of amplitudes, phases,
and frequencies.]
When N is very large compared to n, one is generally
interested in obtaining a solution of a set of N equations
[each equation in the form of (lo)] which minimizes the
sum of the squares of the errors. That is, a set of weights W
is found to minimize
N
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to solve (19).This solution is generally straightforward,but
presents serious computational problems when the number
of weights n is large and when data rates are high. In addition to the necessity of inverting an n x n matrix, this method
may require as many as n(n + 1)/2 autocorrelation andcrosscorrelation measurements to obtain the
elements of @ ( x , x ) .
E[&’(j)] A 2.
(13)
Furthermore, this process generally needs to be continually
The set of weights that minimizes mean-square error can repeated in most practical situations where the input signal
statistics change slowly. No perfect solution of (19) is posbe calculated by squaring bothsides of (10) which yields
sible in practice because of the fact that an infinite sta~’0)= d2(j) + WTX(j)X(j)TW - 2d(j)WTX(j) (14) tistical sample would be required to estimate perfectly the
elements of the correlation matrices.
and then taking the expected value of both sides of (14)
Two methods for finding approximate solutions to (19)
E[&’(j)] = E[d’ + W T X ( j ) X T ( j ) W- 2WTd(j)X(j)]
will be presented in the following. Their accuracy is limited
=q d z ]
W T @ ( x , x ) W - 2 W T @ ( x , d) (15) by statistical sample size, sincethey find weight values based
on finite-time measurements of input-data signals. These
where
methods do not require explicit measurements of correlation functions or matrix inversion. They are based on
gradient-search techniques applied to mean-square-error
functions. One of these methods, the LMS algorithm, does
not even require squaring, averaging, or differentiation in
order to make use of gradients of mean-square-error funcX&n
tions. The secondmethod, a relaxation method, willbe
discussed later.
and
When the input signals can beregarded as stationary
stochastic variables, one is usually interested in finding a set
of weights to minimize mean-square error. The quantityof
interest is then the expected value of the square of the error,
i.e., the mean-square error, given by

+

J

The LMS Algorithm
A number of weight-adjustment proceduresor algorithms
exist which minimize the mean-square error. Minimization
is usually accomplished by gradient-search techniques. One
method thathas proven to beveryusefulis
the LMS
a l g ~ r i t h m . [ ’ ~ ~ This
~ , [ ’ ’algorithm
~
is based on the method
of steepest descent. Changes in the weight vector are made
along the direction of the estimated gradient vector.
Accordingly,

The symmetric matrixwx, x) is a matrix of cross correlations and autocorrelationsof the inputsignals to the .adaptive element, and the column matrix @(x, d) is the set of where
cross correlations betweeen the n input signals and the deW (j ) weight vector before adaptation
sired response signal.
W
(
j
+ 1) A weight vector after adaptation
The mean-square error defined in (15) is a quadratic
k, A scalar constant controlling rate of convergence
function of the weight values.The components of the gradiand stability (k, < 0)
ent of the mean-square-error function are the partial
6
(
j
)
Aestimated
gradient vector of 2 with respect
derivatives of the mean-square error with respect to the
to
w.
weight values. Differentiating (15) with respect to W yields
One method for obtainingthe estimated gradient of the
the gradient VE[&’],a linear function of the weights,
mean-square-error function is to take the gradient of a
VE[&’] = 2 @ ( ~x, ) W - 2 @ ( ~6).
,
(I8) single time sample of the squared error
When the choice of the weights is optimized, the gradient
W ) = V[&’(j)] = h ( j ) V [ ~ ( j ) ] .
is zero. Then

.

.

The optimum weight vector W,, is the one that gives the
least mean-square error. Equation (19) is the Wiener-Hopf
equation, and is the equation for the multichannel leastsquares filter usedbyBurg[’*]
and Claerb~ut[’~]
in the
processing of digital seismic array
data.
The
One way of finding the optimum set of weight values is

= -

X(j).

Thus

6 ( j ) = - M j )( X2 1( j) ) .
gradient estimate of (21)is unbiased, as will
be
shown
by the following argument. For a given weight vector W ( j ) ,
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the expected value of the gradient estimate is
E [ W ) ] = - 2 ~( d[( j ) - W T ( i ) x ( J ) ) x ( j ) ]
= - 2 [ @ ( xd, ) - WT(j)@(x, X ) ] .

(22)

Comparing (18) and (22),we see that
E[ V ( j ) ] = V E [ E ~ ]

and therefore, for a given weight vector, the expected value
of the estimate equals the true value.
Using the gradient estimation formula given in (21), the
weight iteration rule (20) becomes
W(j

(bl

+ 1) = W ( J )- 2k,E(j)X(j)
(23)

9
€It1

ERROR
SIGN&

Fig. 7. Block diagram representation of LMS algorithm.
(a) Digital realization. (b) Analog realization.

and the next weight vector is obtained by adding to the
present weight vector the input vector scaled by the value
of the error.
The LMS algorithm is given by (23). It is directly usable
as a weight-adaptationformulafor
digital systems. Fig.
7(a) showsa block-diagram representation of this equation
in terms of one component wi of the weight vector W. An
be usedin
equivalent differential equation whichcan
analog implementation of continuous systems (seeFig. 7(b))
is given by

d
W ( t )= - 2 k , ~ ( t ) X ( t ) .
dt

-

This equation can also be written as

I:

Fig. 8. Analog/digital implementation of LMS
weight-adjustment algorithm.

W ( t )= -2 k , 4 t ) X ( t ) d t .
Fig. 8 shows how circuitry of the type indicated in Fig.
7(a) or (b) might be incorporated into the implementation
of the basic adaptive element of Fig. 6 .

+ 2k,@(x, x)]'+ 'W(0)
- 2k,
[I + 2k,@(x, x)]'@(x,d).

E[W(j+ I)] = [I

j

(25)

i=O

Equation (25) may be put in diagonal form by using the
Convergence of the Mean of the Weight Vector
appropriate similarity transformation Q for the matrix
For the purpose of the following discussion, we assume @(x, x),
that is,
that the time betweensuccessive iterations of the LMS
@ ( X X, ) = Q - ' E Q
algorithm issufficiently long so that the sample input
vectors X ( j ) and X ( j + 1 ) are uncorrelated. This assumption where
is common in the field of stochastic approximation.[20~t221
Because the weight vector W ( j )is a function only of the
0 e, . . . 0
input vectors X ( j - l ) , X ( J - 2 ) ,. . . , X(0) [see (23)] and beE L 1
cause the successive input vectors are uncorrelated, W ( j )
. .
. .
is independent of X ( j ) . For stationary input processes
meeting this condition, the expected value E [ W ( j ) ] of the
o . . ' en]
weight vector after a large number of iterations can then
is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. The eigenvalues are
be shown to converge to the Wiener solution givenby
all positive, since @(x, x) is positive definite [see (16)].
(19). Taking the expected value of both sides of (23), we
Equation (25) may now be expressed as
obtain a difference equation in the expected value of the
weight vector
E[WG + I)] = [ I 2kSQ-'EQ]j+'W(O)

10

+

mw + I ) ] =
=

j

E[W(J')] - 2k,E[\'d(j) - W T ( J ) X ( j ) ) X ( J ) ]
[I

+ 2 k , @ ( x , x ) ] E [ W ( j ) ]- 2k,@(x, d) (24)

where I is the identity matrix. With an initial weight vector
W(O),j + 1 iterations of (24) yield

1 [ I + 2ksQ-'EQ]'@(x,
= Q - ' [ I + 2kJ]'+'QW(O)
- 2k,Q-'
[ I + 2kJ]'Q@(x,
-

2k,

d)

i=O

i=O

d).

(26)

21 50
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diagonal terms are all of magnitude less than unity
lim [ I
j+ m

+ 2k&]J+'

+0

1967

1E[x?]
i= 1

It is the opinion of the authors that the assumption of
and thefirst term of (26)vanishes as the number of iterations independent successive input samples used in the foreincreases. The second term in (26)generally converges to a going convergence proof is overly restrictive. That is, connonzero limit. The summation factor C : = o [ I + 2 k J ] i be- vergence of the mean of the weight vector to the LMS
comes
solution can be achieved under conditions of highly correlated input samples. In fact, the computer-simulation
experiments described in this paper do not satisfy the condition of independence.
where the formula for the sum of a geometric series has
Time Constants and Learning Curve with LMS Adaptation
been used,that is,
State-variable methods, which are widely used in modern
Q
1
-1
= -.
control theory, have beenapplied by Widrow"] and Koford
i=O
-!- 2ksep)' = 1 - ( 1 + 2kse,)2k,e,
and GronerL21to the analysis of stability and time constants
(related to rate of convergence) of the LMS algorithm. ConThus, in the limit, (26) becomes
siderable simplifications in the analysis have been realized
lim E [ W ( j + 1 ) ] = Q-'E-'Q@(x, d)
by expressing transient phenomena of the system adjustj-' m
ments (which take place during the adaptation process) in
= a-1(x, XNX, d).
terms of the normal coordinates of the system. As shown by
Comparison of this result with (19) shows that as the Widrow,['] the weightvalues undergo transients during
number of iterations increases without limit, the expected adaptation. The transients consist of sums of exponentials
value of the weight vectorconverges to the Wiener solution. with time constants given
Convergence of the mean of the weight vector to the
Wiener solution is insured if and only if the proportionality
constant k, is set within certain bounds. Since the diagonal
terms of [ I + 2kJ] must all have magnitude less than unity,
and since all eigenvaluesin E arepositive, the bounds on k, where e p is the pth eigenvalue of the input-signal correlation
matrix @(x, x).
are given by
In the special casewhenalleigenvalues
are equal, all
11 2k,e,l
e1
time constants are equal. Accordingly,

('

+

or
-1
-<k,<O
emax

One very useful way to monitor theprogress of an adaptive process is to plot or display its "learning curve." When
mean-square error is the performance criterion being used,
one can plot the expected mean-square error at each stage
of the learning process as a function of the number of adaptation
cycles. Since the underlying relaxation phenomenon
emax5 trace [@(x, x)]
(28)
which takes place in the weight values is of exponential
where
nature,and sincefrom ( 1 5 ) the mean-square error is a
quadratic form in the weight values, the transients in the
trace [@(x, x)] A E[XT(j)X(j)]
mean-square-error function must also be exponential in
n
nature.
=
E[x?] A total input power,
i= 1
When all the time constants are equal, the mean-squareerror
learning curve is apure exponential with a time
it followsthat satisfactory convergence can be obtained with
constant
-1
n
e k, e 0.
z
1
, , ,z
= - --.
E[x?I
2 4(-ks)e

where emaxis the maximum eigenvalue of @(x, x). This convergence condition on ks can be related to the total input
power as follows.
Since

1

c

i= 1

In practice, when slow, precise adaptation is desired, k, is
usually chosen such that

The basic reason for this is that thesquare of an exponential
function is an exponential withhalf the time constant.
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Estimation of the rate of adaptation is more complex when
the eigenvalues are unequal.
When actual experimental learning curves are plotted,
they are generally of the form of noisy exponentials because
of the inherent noise in the adaptation process. The slower
the adaptation, the smaller will be the amplitude of the
noise apparent in the learning curve.
Misadjustment with LMS Adaptation
All adaptive or learning systems capable of adapting at
real-time rates experiencelosses in performance because
their system adjustments are based on statistical averages
taken with limited sample sizes. The faster a system adapts,
in general, the poorer will be its expected performance.
When the LMS algorithm is used withthe basic adaptive
element of Fig. 8, the expected level of mean-square error
will be greater than that of the Wiener optimum system
whose weightsare set in accordance with (19). The longer the
time constants of adaptation, however, the closer the expected performance comes to the Wiener optimum performance. To get the Wiener performance, i.e., to achieve
the minimum mean-square error, onewould have to know
the inputstatistics apriori, or, if (as is usual) these statistics
are unknown, they wouldhave to be measured with an
arbitrarily large statistical sample.
When the LMS adaptation algorithm is used, an excess
mean-square error therefore develops. A measure of the
extent to which the adaptive system ismisadjusted as compared to the Wiener optimum system is determined in a
performance sense by the ratio of the excess mean-square
error to the minimum mean-square error. This dimensionless measure of the loss in performance is defined as the
“misadjustment” M . For LMS adaptation of the basic
adaptive element, it is shown by Widrow[’] that

Misadjustment M

1 ” 1

=-

1 -.

2 p=l

(31)

SPATIAL FILTERING
If the radiated signals received by the elements of an
adaptive antenna arraywere to consist of signalcomponents
plus undesired noise, the signal would be reproduced (and
noise eliminated) as best possible in the least-squares sense
if the desired response of the adaptive processor were made
to be the signal itself. This signal is not generally available
for adaptation purposes, however.Ifitwere
available,
there would be no need for a receiver and areceiving array.
In the adaptive antenna systems to be described here,
the desired response signal is provided through the use of
an artificially injected signal, the “pilot signal”, which is
completely known at the receiver and usually generated
there. The pilot signal is constructed to have spectral and
directional characteristics similar to those of the incoming
signal of interest. These characteristics may, in some cases,
be known apriori but, in general, represent estimates of the
parameters of the signal of interest.
Adaptation with the pilot signal causes the array to
form a beam in the pilot-signal direction having essentially
flat spectral response and linear phase shift within the passband of the pilot signal. Moreover, directional noises
impinging on the antenna array will cause reduced array
response (nulling) in their directions withm their passbands.
These notions are demonstrated by experiments which will
be described in the following.
Injection of the pilot signal could block the receiver and
render useless its output.To circumvent this difEculty,
two adaptation algorithms havebeendevised, the “onemode” and the “two-mode.’’ The two-mode process alternately adapts on the pilot signal to form the beam and then
adapts on the natural inputs with the pilot signal off to
eliminate noise. The array outputis usable during the second
mode, while the pilot signal is off. The one-mode algorithm
permits listening at all times, but requires more equipment
for its implementation.
ADAPTIVE

Tp

The Two-Mode Adaptation Algorithm
Fig. 9 illustrates a method for providing the pilot signal
wherein the latter is actually transmitted by an antenna
located some distance from the array in the desired look
direction. Fig. 10 shows a more practical method for providing the pilot signal. The inputs to the processor are connected either to theactual antenna element outputs (during
“mode II”), or to aset of delayed signals derivedfrom the
n
pilot-signal generator (during “mode I”). The iilters
= -.
(32)
dl, . . . ,dK(ideal timedelays if the arrayelements are identi47mse
cal) are chosen to result in a set of input signals identical
Although the foregoing results specifically apply to with those that would appear if the array were actually
statistically stationary processes, the LMS algorithm can receiving a radiated plane-wave pilot signal from the dealso be used with nonstationary processes. It is shown by sired “look” direction, the direction intended for the main
W i d r o ~ [ that,
’ ~ ~ under certain assumed conditions, the rate lobe of the antenna directivity pattern.
of adaptation is optimized when the loss of performance
During adaptation in mode I, the input signals to the
resulting from adapting too rapidly equals twice the loss in adaptive processor derive from the pilot signal, and the
performance resulting from adapting too slowly.
desired response of the adaptive processor is the pilot signal

The value of the misadjustment depends on the time
constants (settling times) of the filter adjustment weights.
Again, in the special case when all the time constants are
equal, M is proportional to the number of weights and inversely proportional to the time constant. That is,
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Fig. 9. Adaptation withexternalpilot-signalgenerator.Mode I: adaptation with pilot signal present; Mode 11: adaptation with pilot signal
absent.

1967

/

Fig. 1 1 .

Single-mode adaptation with pilot signal.

of all signals received by the antenna elements which are
uncorrelated with the pilot signals, subject to the constraint
that the gain and phase in the beam approximate predetermined values at the frequencies and angles dictated by the
pilot-signal components.

The One-Mode Adaptation Algorithm
I
I
In the two-mode adaptation algorithm the beam is
formed during mode I, and the noises are eliminated in the
least-squares sense (subject to the pilot-signal constraints)
Fig. 10. Two-mode adaptationwithinternalpilot-signalgenerator.
in mode 11. Signal reception during mode I is impossible
Mode I: adaptationwithpilotsignal present; Mode 11: adaptation
because the processor is connected tothe pilot-signal
with pilot signal absent.
generator. Reception can therefore take place only during
mode 11. This difficulty is eliminated in the system of Fig.
itself. If a sinusoidal pilot signal at frequencyf, is used, for 11, in which the actions of both mode I andmode I1 can be
example, adapting the weights to minimize mean-square accomplished simultaneously. The pilot signals andthe
error will force the gain of the antenna array in the look received signals enter into an auxiliary, adaptive processor,
direction to have a specific amplitude and a specific phase just as described previously. For this processor, the desired
shift at frequencyf,.
response is the pilot signalp(t). Asecond weightedprocessor
During adaptation in mode 11, all signals applied to the (linear element) generates the actual array output signal,
adaptive processor are receivedby the antenna elements but it performs no adaptation. Its input
signals do not confrom the actual noise field. In this mode, the adaptation tain the pilot signal. It is slaved to the adaptive processor
process proceeds to eliminate all received signals, since the in such a way that its weights trackthe corresponding
desired response is set to zero. Continuous operation in weights of the adapting system, so that it never needs to
mode I1 would cause all the weight values to tend to zero, receive the pilot signal.
and the system would shut itself off. However, by alternatIn thesingle-modi system of Fig. 11, the pilot signal ison
ing frequently between mode I and mode I1 and causing continuously. Adaptation to minimize mean-square error
only small changes in theweight vector during each mode of will force the adaptive processor to reproduce the pilot
adaptation, it is possible to maintain a beam in the desired signal as closely as possible, and, at the same time, to reject
look direction and, in addition,
to minimize the reception of as well as possible (in the mean-square sense) all signals reincident-noise power.
ceived by the antenna elements which are uncorrelated with
The pilot signal can be chosen as thesum of several sinus- the pilot signal. Thus theadaptive process forces a directivoids of differing frequencies. Then adaptation in mode I ity pattern having the proper main lobe in the look direction
will constrain the antennagain and phase in thelook direc- in the passband of the pilot signal (satisfying the pilot sigtion to have specific values at each of the pilot-signal fre- nal constraints), and it forces nulls in the directions of the
quencies. Furthermore, if several pilot signals of different noises and in their frequency bands. Usually, the stronger
simulated directions are added together, it will be possible the noises, the deeper are thecorresponding nulls.
to constrain the array gain simultaneously at various freSYSTEMS
COMPUTERSIMULATION OF ADAPTIVE ANTENNA
quencies and angles whenadapting inmode I. This feature
To
demonstrate
the
performance
characteristics
of
affords some control of the bandwidth and beamwidth in
adaptive
antenna
systems,
many
simulation
experiments,
the look direction. The two-mode adaptive process essentially minimizes the mean-square value (the total power) involving a wide variety of array geometries and signal-
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Fig. 12.Array configuration and processing for
narrowband experiments.
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Fig. 13. Evolution of the directivity pattern while learning to eliminate
a directional noise and uncorrelated noises. (Array configuration of
Fig. 12.) T = number of-elapsedcycles of frequencyf, (total number of
adaptations= 2 0 9 .

and noise-field configurations, have been carried out using
an IBM 1620-11 computer equipped with a digital output
plotter.
For simplicity of presentation, the examples outlined in
the following are restricted to planar arrays composed of
ideal isotropic radiators. Inevery case, the LMS adaptation
algorithm was used. All experiments were begun with the
initial condition that all weight values were equal.
Narrowband Processor Experiments
Fig. 12 shows a twelve-element circular array and signal
processor which was usedto demonstrate theDerformance
of the narrowband system shown in Fig. 4. In the first computer simulation, the two-mode adaptation algorithm was
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used. The pilot signalwas a unit-amplitude sine wave
(power = 0.5, frequencyf,) which was used
to train the array
to lookin the 8 = 0” direction. The noise fieldconsisted of a
sinusoidal noise signal (ofthe same frequency and power as
the pilot signal) incident at angle 8 =40”, and a small
amount of random, uncorrelated, zero-mean, “white”
Gaussian noise of variance (power)=O. 1 at each antenna
element. In this simulation, the weights wereadapted using
the LMS two-mode algorithm.
Fig. 13 shows the sequence of directivity patterns which
evolved during the “learning” process. These computerplotted patterns represent the decibel sensitivity of
the array
at frequencyf,. Each directivity pattern is computed from
the set of weights resulting at various stages of adaptation.
The solid arrow indicates the direction of arrival of the
interfering sine-wave noise source. Notice that the initial
directivity pattern is essentially circular. This is due to the
symmetry of the antenna array elements and of the initial
weight values.A timing indicator T, the number of elapsed
cycles of frequency f,,is presented with each directivity
pattern. The total number of adaptations equals 20T in
these experiments. Note that if fo= 1 kHz, T = 1 corresponds to 1 ms real time ; if f,= 1 MHz, T = 1 corresponds
to 1 p s , etc.
Several observations can be made from the series of
directivity patterns of Fig. 13. Notice that the sensitivity
of the array in the look direction is essentially constant
during the adaptation process. Also notice that the array
sensitivity drops very rapidly in the direction of the sinusoidal noise source; a deep notch in the directivity pattern
forms in the noise direction as the adaptation process
progresses. After the adaptive transients died out, the array
sensitivity in the noise direction was 27 dB below that of
the array in the desired look direction.
The totalnoise powerin the array output
is the sum of the
sinusoidal noise power due to the directional noise source
plus the power due to the “white” Gaussian, mutually uncorrelated noise-input signals. The totalnoise power generally drops as the adaptation process commences, until it
reaches an irreducible level.
A plot of the total received noise power as a function of
Tis shown in Fig. 14. This curve may be called a “learning
curve.” Starting with the initial weights, the total output
noise power was 0.65, as shown in thefigure. After adaptation, the total output noise power was 0.01. In this noise
field, the signal-to-noise ratio of the array’ after adaptation
was better than that of a single isotropic receiving element
by a factor of about 60.
A second experiment using the same array configuration
andthe two-mode adaptive process was performed to
investigate adaptive array performance in the presence of
several interfering directional noise sources. In this example, the noise field was composed of five directional sinus-

’ Signal-to-noise ratio is defined as
SNR

=

array
output
power
due
to signal
array output power due to noise
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Fig. 14. Learning curve for narrowband system of Fig. 12, with
noise from one direction only.
TABLE I
SENSITIVITIFS
OF ARRAY IN DIRECTIONS
OF THE FIVENOISESOURCES
OF FIG. 15, AFTERADAPTATION
Noise
Direction
(degrees)
67
134
191
236
338

Array Sensitivity in
NoiseDirection,Relative
, to Sensitivity
Desired
in
Look Direction (dB)
~

~

~

~

1
I

Frequency
(timesf,)
1.10
0.95
1.oo
0.90
1.05

~

I

i

- 26
- 30
- 28
- 30
- 38

I

oidal noises, each of amplitude 0.5 and power 0.125, acting
simultaneously, and, in addition, superposed uncorrelated
"white" Gaussian noises of power 0.5 at each of the antenna elements. The frequencies of the five directional
noises are shown in Table I.
Fig. 15(a)shows the evolution of the directivity pattern,
plotted at frequency fo, from the initial conditions to the
finally converged (adapted) state. The latter was achieved
after 682 cycles of the frequency fo. The learning curve for
this experiment is shown in Fig. 15(b). The final array
sensitivities in the five noise directions relative to the array
sensitivityin the desired look direction are shown in TableI.
The signal-to-noise ratio was improved by a factor of about
15 over that of a single isotropic radiator. In Fig. 15(b),
one canroughly discern a time constant approximately
equal to 70 cycles of the frequency fo. Since there were 20
adaptations per cycle off,, the learning curve time constant
was approximately,,,z = 1400 adaptations. Within about
400 cycles off,, the adaptiveprocess virtually converges to
steady state. If fo were 1 MHz, 400 p s would be the realtime settling time. The misadjustment for this process can
be roughly estimated by using (32), although actually all
eigenvalues were not equal as required by this equation :

This is a very lowvalue of misadjustment, indicating a very
slow,precise adaptive process. This isevidencedby the

0

(b)

100

200

XI0
400
500
T1ME.T (cycles of fJ

600

700

Fig. 15. Evolution of the directivity pattern while learning to eliminate
five directional noises and uncorrelated noises. (Array configuration
ofFig. 12.) (a) Sequence of directivity patterns during adaptation.
(b) Learning curve (total number of adaptations=20T).

learning curve Fig. 15(b)for this experiment, which is very
smooth and noise-free.
Broadband Processor Experiments
Fig. 16 showsthe antenna arrayconfiguration and signal
processor used in a series of computer-simulated broadband experiments. In these experiments, the one-mode or
simultaneous adaptation process wasused to adjust the
weights. Each antenna or element in a five-element circular
array wasconnected to a tapped delay linehaving five
variable weights, as shown in the figure. A broadband pilot
signal was used, and the desired look direction was chosen
(arbitrarily, for purposes of example) to be O = - 13". The
frequencyspectrum of the pilot signal is shownin Fig.
17(a). This spectrum is approximately one octave wide
and is centered at frequency fo. A time-delay increment of
1/(4f0) was used in the tapped delay line, thus providing a
delay between adjacent weights of a quarter cycle at fre-
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Fig. 16. Array configuration and processing for broadband experiments.
(a) Array geometry. (b) Individual element signal processor.
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Fig. 18. Learning curves for broadband experiments. (a) Rapid
learning ( M =13 percent). (b) Slow learning ( M =1.3 percent).
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Fig. 17. Frequency spectra for broadband experiments. (a) Pilot signal
at 8= - 13". (b) Incident noises at 8=W and 8= -70".
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quencyf,, and a total delay-line length of one wavelength
at this frequency.
The computer-simulated noisefieldconsisted
of two
wideband directional noise sources’ incident on the array
at angles 8 = 50” and 8 = - 70”. Each source of noise had
power0.5. The noise at 8= 50” had the same frequency
spectrum as the pilot signal (though with reduced power);
while the noise at 8= - 70” was narrower and centered at
a slightlyhigherfrequency. The noise sources were uncorrelated with the pilot signal. Fig. 17(b)shows these frequency spectra. Additive “white” Gaussian noises (mutually
uncorrelated) of power 0.0625 were also present in each of
the antennaelement signals.
To demonstrate theeffects ofadaptation rate, the experiments wereperformedtwice,usingtwodifferentvalues
(- 0.0025 and -0.00025) for k,, the scalar constant in (23).
Fig. 18(a)and (b)shows the learning curves obtained under
these conditions. The abscissa of each curve is expressed
in cycles off,, the array center frequency; and, as before,
the array was adapted at a rate of twenty times per cycle
of fo. Note that the faster learning curve is a much more
noisy one.
Since the statistics of the pilot signal and directional
noises in this example are known (having been generated in
the computer simulation), it is possible to check measured
values of misadjustment against theoretical values. Thus
the @(x, x) matrix is known, and its eigenvalues have been
c~mputed.~
Using (30) and (31) and the known eigenvalues, the misadjustment for the two values of k, is calculated to give the
following values:
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19(b), thebroadband directivity pattern which resulted
from adaptation (after 625 cycles of fo, with k,= -0.0025)
is plotted for comparison with the optimum broadband
pattern. Note that the patterns
are almost idistmguishable
from each other.
The learning curves of Fig. 18(a) and (b) are composed
of decaying exponentials of various time constants. When
k, is set to -0.00025,in Fig. 18(b), the misadjustment is
about 1.3 percent, which isa quite small, but practical value.
With this rate of adaptation, it can be seen from Fig. 18(b)
that adapting transients are essentially hished after about
500 cycles of*fo. If fo is 1 MHz, for example, adaptation
could be completed (if the adaptation circuitry isfast
enough) in about 500 ps. If fo is 1 kHz, adaptation could
be completed in about one-half second. Faster adaptation
is possible, but there will be more misadjustment. These
figures are typical for an adaptive antennawith broadband
noise inputs with 25 adaptive weights. For the same level
of misadjustment, convergence times increase approximately linearly with the number of weights.[’]
The ability of this adaptive antennaarraytoobtain
“frequency tuning” is shown in Fig. 20. This figure gives
the sensitivities of the adapted array (after 1250 cycles of
fo at k,= - 0.00025) as a function of frequencyfor the
desired look direction, Fig. 2O(a), and for the two noise
directions, Fig. 2qb) and (c). The spectra of the pilot signal
and noises are also shown in the figures.
In Fig.20(a), the adaptive process tends to make the
sensitivity of this simple array codguration as close as
possible to unity over the band of frequencies where the
pilot signal has finite power density. Improved performance
might be attained by adding antenna elements and by adding
more taps toeach delay line; or, more simply, by bandTheoretical
Experimental
limiting
the outputto the passband of the pilot signal. Fig.
Value of M
Value of M
20(b) and (c) shows the sensitivitiesof the array in
the direc-0.0025
0.1288
tions
of
the
noises.
Illustrated
in
this
figure
is
the
very
strik70
0.0129
-0.00025
ing reduction of the array sensitivity in the directions of
the noises, within their specific passbands. The same idea is
The theoretical values of misadjustment check quite well illustrated by the nulls in the broadbanddirectivity patterns
with corresponding measured values.
which occur in the noise directions, as shown in Fig. 19.
From the known statistics the optimum (in the least- After the adaptive transients subsided in this experiment,
squares sense) weight vector W,, can be computed, using the signal-to-noise ratio was improved by the array over
(19). The antennadirectivity pattern for this optimum weight that of a single isotropic sensor by a factor of 56.
vector W,, is shown in Fig.19(a). This is a broadband
directivity pattern, in which the relative sensitivity of the
IMPLEMENTATION
array versus angle of incidence 8 is plotted for a broadband
The discrete adaptive processor shown in Figs. 7(a) and
received signal having the same frequency spectrum as the
pilot signal. This form of directivity pattern has few side 8 could be realized by either a special-purpose digital a p
lobes, and nulls which are generally not very deep. In Fig. paratusor a suitably programmed general-purpose machine. The antenna signals would need analog-to-digital
Broadband directional noises werecomputer-simulated by first conversion, and then they would be applied to shift registers or computer memory to realize the effects ofthe tapped
generatingaseries of uncorrelated (“white”) pseudorandomnumbers.
applying them to an appropriate sampleddata (discrete, digital) filter to delay lines as illustrated in Fig. 5. If the narrowband scheme
achievetheproperspectralcharacteristics,andthenapplyingtheresulting correlated noise waveform to each of the simulated antenna ele- shown in Fig. 4 is to be realized, the time delays can be
ments with the appropriatedelays to simulate the effect of a propagating implemented either digitally or by analog means (phase
wavefront.
shifters) before the analog-todigital conversion process.
They are: 10.65,9.83,5.65,5.43,3.59,3.44,2.68,2.13,1.45,1.35, 1.20,
The analogadaptive processor shown in Figs. 7(b) and 8
0.99, 0.66, 0.60, 0.46,0.29, 0.24, 0.20, 0.16, 0.12, 0.01, 0.087, 0.083, 0.075,
could be realized by using conventional analogcomputer
0.069.
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structure would bea capacitive voltage divider rather than a
resistive one. Other possible realizations of analog weights
include the use of a Hall-effect multiplier combiner with
magnetic storage[241 and
also the electrochemical memistor
of Widrow and H ~ f f . [ ~ ’ ]
Further efforts will be required toimprove existing
weighting ’ elements and to develop new ones which are
simple, cheap, and adaptableaccording to the requirements
of the various adaptation algorithms. The realization of the
processor ultimately found to be useful in certain applications may be-composed of a combination of analog and
digital techniques.
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ALGORITHMS
AND THW IMPLEMENTATION
Algorithms other than the LMS procedure described in
the foregoing exist that may permit considerable decrease
in complexitywithspecific adaptive circuit implementations. One method of adaptation which may be easy to
implement electronically is basedon a relaxation algorithm
described by Southwell.[261This algorithm uses the same
error signal as used in the LMS technique. An estimated
mean-square error formed by squaring and averaging this
error signal overa finite timeinterval is used in determining
the proper weight adjustment. The relaxation algorithm
adjusts one weight at a time in a cyclic sequence. Each
weight in its turn is adjusted to minimize the measured
mean-square error.This method isin contrast tothe simultaneous adjustment procedureof the LMS steepestdescent
algorithm. The relaxation procedure can be shown to produce a misadjustment that increases with the square of the
number of weights,as opposedto the LMSalgorithm whose
misadjustment increases only linearly with the number of
weights. For a given level ofmisadjustment, the adaptation
settling time of the relaxation process increases with the
square of the number of weights.
For implementation of the Southwell relaxation algorithm, the configurations of the array andadaptive procesuse of the pilot signal. The
sor remain the same, as does the
relaxation algorithm will work with either the two-mode
or the one-mode adaptation process. Savings in circuitry
may result, inthat changes in the adjustments of the weight
values depend only upon error measurements and
not upon
m m v E FREWENCY, t l f .
coniigurations of errormeasurementsand simultaneous
Fig. 20. Array sensitivity versus frequency, for broadband experiment of
Fig. 19. (a) Desired look direction, e= - 13”. (b) Sensitivity in one input-signal measurements. Circuitry for implementing the
noise direction, 8=50’. (c) Sensitivity in the other noise direction, LMS systems as shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b) may be more
e= -70”.
complicated.
The relaxation method may be applicable in cases where
apparatus, such as multipliers, integrators, summers, etc. the adjustments are notobvious “weight”settings. For
More economical realizations that would, in addition, be example,in a microwave system,the adjustments might be a
more suitable for high-frequency operation might use field- system ofmotordriven apertures or tuning stubs in a waveeffect transistors as the variable-gain multipliers, whose guide or a network of waveguides feeding an antenna. Or
control (gate) signals could come from capacitors used as the adjustments may be in the antenna geometry itself. In
integrators to form and store the weight values. On the such cases, the mean-square error can still be measured,
other hand, instead of using a variable resistance structure but it is likely that it would not be a simple quadratic functo form the vector dot products, the same function could tion of the adjustment parameters. In any event, some very
be achieved usingvariable-voltage capacitors, with ordinary interesting possibilities in automatic optimization are precapacitors again storing the weight values. The resulting sented by relaxation adaptation methods.
RELAXATION
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hasbeen computer simulated andshownto operate as expected.
However,
much
work
of
a theoretical and experimental nature needs to be done on capture and rejection
Work is continuing On the proper choice Of pilot signa1s phenomena in such systems before they can be
to achieve the best trade-off between responsein the desired in detail.
look direction and rejection of noises. The subject of“nullCONCLUSION
steering,” where the adaptive algorithm causes the of
nulls
the directivity pattern totrack moving noisesources, is also
It has been shown that the techniques of adaptive filtering
being studied.
can be applied to processing the output of the individual
The LMS criterion used as the performance measurein
elements in a receiving antenna array. This processing
this paper minimizes the mean-square error between the
results in reduced sensitivityof the array to interfering
array output and the pilot signal waveform. It is a useful
noise sources whose characteristics maybe unknown a
performance measure for signal extraction purposes. For priori. The combination of array and processor has been
signal detection, however,maximizationof array output
shown to act as an automatically tunable filterin both
signal-to-noise ratio is desirable. Algorithms which achieve
space and frequency.
the maximum SNR solution are also being studied.
G ~ o d e [ ~ has
’ ] described a method for synthesizing the
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Corrections
The authors of the papers below have brought thefollowing to the attention of the Editor.

Radio
Frequency
Power
Measurements’
Frequency
Stabilization of Gas Lasers’
On page 842 in the examplegiven in Section 3.4 the unOn page1026,reference [44]should have read :
certainty in the comparison measurement should have been
given as “ f8 percent.”
[44]P. W. Smith, “On the stabilizationhigh-power
of a single-frequency
laser,” to be publishdin IEEE J. Qurmtwn Electronics.
In Fig. 12, page 842, T 2 should have been

r2= a2/b2.

Manuscript receivedSeptember14,1967.
G. Birnbaum, Proc. IEEE, vol. 55, pp. 1015-1026, June 1967.

’

Equation (1 l), page 842, should have read
b2

=

l-GP2

+ bGe.

Equation (1 2), page 842, should have read
rGe

=

s22

- (s21s32)/s31.

In the example given in Section 3.4.1, page 843, the uncertaintyin the direct measurementshouldhavebeen
r equal to 0.2(a,= 1.5).”
given as “one percent for a ,
On lines 5 and 6, last paragraph, Section 3.4.1, page 843,
the reflection coefficient looking into arm 2 should have
been given as
r2i

=

r&= s22 - (s21s32)/s31*

Line 3, paragraph 2, Section 4.2,page845,shouldhave
read “magnitude of the mount reflection coefficient IrMI.”
On page 850, the following reference should be added to
the Bibliography under Miscellaneous :

Data Structure and Man-Machine Communication for
Network Problems’
The manuscript
received
date should
have
read July 5,
instead

19667

Of

August

319

1966.

Manuscript received September 21, 1967.
D. S. Evans and J. Katzenelson, Proc. IEEE, vol. 55, pp. 1 1 3 s
1 1 4 , ~~l~ 1967.

Reverse
Recovery Processes m Silicon Power Rectifiers’
On page1332, right column, the third line of the last
paragraph was inadvertently omitted. The paragraphshould
have read as follows.

“Hitherto, reverse switching
seem to have
been treated mostly in consideration of the conditions of
[I141 I. A. Hams, “The theory and design of coaxialresistor mounts
for the
band
Mc,s,,, Proc, IEE(London), vel. ,03,
communication
engineering.
Therefore,
low-level
injections
pp. pt. C,
1-10, March 1956.
assumed.”
were

Manuscript received September 18, 1967.
A. Y . Rumfelt and L. B. Elwell, Proc. IEEE, vol. 55, pp. 837-850,
June 1967.
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Manuscript received September 25, 1967.
H. Benda and E.Spenke, Proc. IEEE, vol. 55, pp. 1331-1354,
1967.
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